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 - English Translation of the 'Tales of the North' Tales of the North Tales of the North tells the stories of historical and mythical
characters who lived in Norway before the Viking Age, and gives a unique insight into the life of the people of Norway in the

9th and 10th century AD. The book is divided into two parts; the first half of the book is a translation of the storageskrift I, the
first part of the historical text from which the book was made. - Read book online from 7.095 to Genre: History, Fiction

Languages: English Publisher: Owl Books Published Date: 2006-08-29 ISBN: 826825600 Source: 978826825600 Excerpt: -
Oslo, 23. juli 1970, a 8.30 A. M. - Since the very first hours of this morning i have been working on the translation of

Gullveigarbok, and i will continue to do so all through the week. Today i took advantage of a two-hour break to look at the
dictionary; this time i took with me a tape recorder, since i wanted to do some further listening to the tape. i must say that i have
not gone to Oslo with the intention of translating Gullveigarbok, but then it took a whole new turn in my life, when i decided to

bring with me my original typewriter, so that i could type the translation on it in the case i would not be able to type it on my
IBM portable. This is how the rest of the week went, with more work on Gullveigarbok, and that quite a bit of time was spent on

listening to the tape. It seemed to me that there was one part of Gullveigarbok, in particular, that was so very unusual, that i
decided to transcribe it, and then get the people who knew Norwegian to read the transcription. As you know, it is not an easy

language, and this takes a lot of work, in comparison to ordinary Norwegian. I must say that i have been trying to give a faithful
and exact translation of the storageskrift I, and therefore i am not going 82157476af
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